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Writing Women's History Since the Renaissance
2017-03-08

the complaint of catherine morland in jane austen s northanger abbey that history has hardly any women at all is not an uncommon one yet there is evidence to suggest that women have engaged in
historical writing since ancient times this study traces the history of women s historical writing reclaiming the lives of individual women historians recovering women s historical writings from the past and
focusing on how gender has shaped the genre of history mary spongberg brings together for the first time an extensive survey of the progress of women s historical writing from the renaissance to the
present demonstrating the continuities between women s historical writings in the past and the development of a distinctly woman centred historiography writing women s history since the renaissance
also examines the relationship between women s history and the development of feminist consciousness suggesting that the study of history has alerted women to their unequal status and enabled them
to use history to achieve women s rights whether feminist or anti feminist women who have had their historical writings published have served as role models for women seeking a voice in the public
sphere and have been instrumental in encouraging the growth of a feminist discourse

Swiss Monetary History since the Early 19th Century
2017-08-03

the importance of monetary stability as the main objective of central bank policy in a paper money system fixed versus flexible exchange rates small country independent currency the value of monetary
sovereignty bibliography index

Russian Literature Since the Revolution
1982

introduction literature and the political problem 1 since 1917 a brief history soviet literature persistence of the past fellow travelers proletarians the stalinists socialist realism the thaw the sixties and
seventies 2 mayakovsky and the left front of art the suicide note vladimir mayakovsky a tragedy the cloud the backbone flute the commune and the left front the bedbug and the bath mayakovsky as a
monument poets of different camps 3 prophets of a brave new world the machine and england olesha s critique of the reason envy and rage 4 the intellectuals i serapions boris pilnyak biology and history
5 the intellectuals ii isaac babel horror in a minor key konstantin fedin the confrontation with europe leonov and katayev conclusion 6 the proletarians i the proletcult the blacksmith poets yury libedinsky
communists as human beings tarasov rodionov our own wives our own children dmitry furmanov an earnest commissar a s serafimovich a popular saga 7 the proletarians ii fyodor gladkov a literary
autodidact alexander fadeyev the search for a new leo tolstoy mikhail sholokhov the don cossacks a scatter of minor deities conclusion 8 the critic voronsky and the pereval group criticism and the study
of literature voronsky pereval 9 the levers of control under stalin resistance the purge the literary state 10 zoshchenko and the art of satire 11 after stalin the first two thaws pomerantsev panova and the
guests ilya ehrenburg and alexey tolstoy the second thaw the way of pasternak 12 into the underground the literary parties the trouble with gosizdat end of a thaw buried treasure platonov and bulgakov
the exodus into samizdat and tamizdat sinyavsky 13 solzhenitsyn and the epic of the camps one day the first circle and the cancer ward the gulag the calf and the oak dichtung and wahrheit other
contributions to the epic 14 the surface channel i the village 15 the surface channel ii variety of theme and style the city intelligentsia women workers the backwoods ethical problems other new voices of
the sixties and seventies world war ii published poets a final word on socialist realism 16 exiles early and late the exile experience young prose and what became of it religious quest maximov and
ternovsky truth through obscenity yuz aleshkovsky transcendence and tragedy erofeev s trip poetry of the daft sasha sokolov perversion of logic as ideology alexander zinoviev a gathering of writers
conclusion notes selected bibliography index

A Catalogue of Books Printed in England Since the Dreadful Fire of London, 1666 to the End of Michaelmas Term, 1695
1696

marked by a period of massive structural change the 1970s in europe saw the collapse of traditional manufacturing the essays in this collection question aspects of the narrative of decline and radical
transformation
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The American Century
1986

classic work on historians and the history they wrote

Since the Boom
2021

the book draws extensively on research on modern greece in recent decades and on the many perceptive commentaries on recent events in the greek press it adopts both an analytical and chronological
approach and shows how greece has both converged with western europe and remained distinctively balkan david close writes clearly and forcefully and presents a lively picture of the greek political
system economic development social changes and foreign relations aimed at readers coming to the subject for the first time this is a readable and informative introduction to contemporary greece

The History Men
1993-01-01

the 8th edition of this notably successful college text the concise nature of the synopsis makes it easily comparible with the instructor s course emphases available in a complete or two volume edition

Greece since 1945
2014-09-25

writing women s history since the renaissance is the first comprehensive history of women s historical writing since the 16th century focusing particularly on the impact of feminism on history and the
development of a distinctly woman centered historiography the book surveys the ways in which women participated in the ostensibly masculinist discipline of history before the rise of women s liberation
the development of women s history in the 1970s debates within feminist historiography and the development of specific fields of women s history as well as the emergence of gender as a category of
historical analysis

A History of the United States Since the Civil War
1969

an exploration of the parallel development of product and graphic design from the 18th century to the 21st the effects of mass production and consumption man made industrial materials and extended
lines of communication are also discussed

A Synopsis of American History
1997-05

for introductory level courses in world history a true exploration of world history this text presents world history through an analysis of eight chronological turning points seen through the prisms of eight
different themes origins cities empires religion trade migrations revolutions and technology focusing throughout on three major questions what do we know how do we know it what difference does it
make it helps students make sense of the immensity of human historical experience the most significant activities accomplishments and failures throughout the world from earliest times to the present
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rich in primary sources both written and visual and in data and interpretation it addresses how historians form debate and revise our historical understanding of the world shows the value of other
disciplines in understanding history and helps students begin to assess their own place in the ongoing history of the world

Writing Women's History Since the Renaissance
2003-01-18

this stimulating new text reflects on the extraordinary political stability in britain compared with much of continental europe over the last hundred years it also provides a historical perspective on current
political issues especially on the attempts of the present administration to reduce the state s involvement in welfare and in the funding of other public services in examining these areas the author argues
that they have been shaped by the conflict between individualistic and collectivist ideas and until recently have been dominated by the latter

History of Modern Design
2003

this fascinating volume examines the impact that rapid urbanization has had upon diets and food systems throughout western europe over the past two centuries bringing together studies from across
the continent it stresses the fundamental links between key changes in european social history and food systems food cultures and food politics contributors respond to a number of important questions
including when and how did local food production cease to be sufficient for the city and when did improved transport conditions and liberal commercial relations replace local by supra regional food
supplies how far did the food industry contribute to improved living conditions in cities what influence did urban consumers have food and the city in europe since 1800 also examines issues of food
hygiene and health impacts in cities looks at various food innovations and how new foods often first gained acceptance in cities and explores how eating fashions have changed over the centuries

The World's History Since 1100
2000

the authors use a long wave framework to examine the historical evolution of british industrial capitalism since the late 18th century and present a challenging and distinctive economic history of modern
and contemporary britain the book is intended for undergraduate courses on the economic history of modern britain within history economic and social history economic history and economic degree
schemes and economic theory courses

British Politics, Society and the State since the Late Nineteenth Century
1990-08-22

hauptbeschreibungon 9 november 1989 the berlin wall was opened signalling the beginning of the end of the communist regimes in central and eastern europe by 1990 free elections had been held in
most countries in the region forty in some cases fifty years of communism had come to an end however the revolutions of 1989 were not uniform processes the starting points were different the
trajectories were different and outside central europe even the outcomes of the transitions from communism were different the fall of communism also caused the soviet empire to crumble and the soviet
union itself fell apart in december 1991 as did czechoslovakia in 1993 and yugoslavia in a gradual process that was to last from 1991 to 2008 this book originated in a conference held in oslo 11 13
november 2009 arranged by the e on ruhrgas scholarship programme for political science and commemorating the 20th anniversary of the revolutions in central and eastern europe the 16 chapters take
stock of developments after 1989 with special emphasis on the causes and effects of the transitions including the processes of state unification and separation that followed in the wake of the revolutions
the book is divided into four main parts regime transitions from communism state unification and separation party system continuity and change since 1989 in germany the czech republic hungary and
poland and on the effects of german unification on external and internal german relations the geographical scope thus varies from chapter to chapter but the main emphasis is on germany and its closest
central european neighbours elisabeth bakke is associate professor at department of political science university of oslo ingo peters is associate professor at department of political and social sciences otto
suhr institute of political science freie universitnt berlin
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Food and the City in Europe since 1800
2016-04-15

the post cold war diplomacy of the united states evolved in stages that reflected changes in the international system through the 1990s the nation s foreign affairs were marked by an evolution away
from the post world war ii focus on security and superpower competition to a more multifaceted and nuanced series of policies that included economic concerns social and cultural issues and
environmental matters however an escalating series of terrorist attacks that culminated in the 11 september 2001 strikes on new york and washington d c led to the reemergence of security as the main
foreign policy issue for the united states the subsequent american led war on terror mirrored the cold war in its goals and the administration of president george w bush endeavored to build a
multinational counterterrorism coalition that paralleled the western alliance of the bipolar era the historical dictionary of u s diplomacy since the cold war is a concise overview of the main figures conflicts
events and policies of the united states in the post cold war era the study explores the main elements of u s foreign policy and the regional and international reaction to american policies from the
presidency of george h w bush to that of george w bush through its entries the book analyzes the underlying themes of u s diplomacy and the new policies formulated and implemented in response to
broad changes in global politics the book includes a chronology of events from 1991 to 2007 an introduction that highlights important themes of the era cross referenced entries on significant topics a
detailed bibliography and appendixes of major documents the work is ideal for both public and academic libraries the general public or the specialist looking for a reference tool in this area

British Industrial Capitalism Since The Industrial Revolution
2014-05-22

since 1945 the us economy has evolved from an expanding consumer society in which affluence was more widely distributed than ever before mike french s volume examines the principal economic
developments and social changes in the us since 1945 including those in business regional dynamics protest movements and population distribution social movements based on the civil rights demands
of african americans ethnic minorities and women are also examined the elements of continuity to pre 1945 trends and the points of departure notably in the post 1970 period are discussed to provide a
more complete examination than previously available

20 Years since the Fall of the Berlin Wall
2011-01-01

the first of its kind this companion to british jewish theatre brings a neglected dimension in the work of many prominent british theatre makers to the fore its structure reflects the historical development
of british jewish theatre from the 1950s onwards beginning with an analysis of the first generation of writers that now forms the core of post war british drama including tom stoppard harold pinter and
arnold wesker and moving on to significant thematic force fields and faultlines such as the holocaust antisemitism and israel palestine the book also covers the new generation of british jewish
playwrights with a special emphasis on the contribution of women writers and the role of particular theatres in the development of british jewish theatre as well as tv drama included in the book are
fascinating interviews with a set of significant theatre practitioners working today including ryan craig patrick marber john nathan julia pascal and nicholas hytner the companion addresses not only
aesthetic and ideological concerns but also recent transformations with regard to institutional contexts and frameworks of cultural policies

Historical Dictionary of U.S. Diplomacy since the Cold War
2007-09-10

this book is the fifth volume of essays edited by a j h latham and heita kawakatsu from the international economic history congresses looking at the development of the asian economy bringing together
leading scholars from both the east and west this book offers fascinating insights into the cotton trade the rice wheat and shipping industries and the development of trade and finance in east asia
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US Economic History Since 1945
1997

this book offers a comprehensive overview of britain s development since the end of the second world war it comprises 23 contributions from leading authorities and newer scholars set in context with a
foreword by raymond seitz a comprehensive and fascinating introduction to britain from the end of the second world war draws together the themes that have dominated discussion amongst scholars and
media commentators the chapters are set in context with a foreword by raymond seitz covers topics such as foreigh policy political parties the media race relations women and social change science and
it culture industrial relations the welfare state and political and economic issues in scotland wales and northern ireland

A Companion to British-Jewish Theatre Since the 1950s
2021-03-25

during the second half of the twentieth century the countries of east asia saw one of the most remarkable transformations in human history from relatively poor societies to global powerhouses of
accumulation proletarianisation and mega urbanisation this volume features marxist scholars from east asia and europe who are pioneering a new approach to this transformation using the theory of
state capitalism the essays analyse the histories of countries on either side of the cold war divide within the broader framework of twentieth century global capitalist expansion while at the same time
offering a sophisticated critique of developmental state theory contributors are tobias ten brink gareth dale jeong seongjin michael haynes kim ha young kim yong uk lee jeong goo and owen miller

The Evolving Structure of the East Asian Economic System since 1700
2011-02-15

this collection of twelve essays reviews the history of welfare in britain over the past 150 years it focuses on the ideas that have shaped the development of british social policy and on the thinkers who
have inspired and also contested the welfare state it thereby constructs an intellectual history of british welfare since the concept first emerged at the end of the nineteenth century the essays divide into
four sections the first considers the transition from laissez faire to social liberalism from the 1870s and the enduring impact of late victorian philosophical idealism on the development of the welfare state
it focuses on the moral philosophy of t h green and his influence on key figures in the history of british social policy like william beveridge r h tawney and william temple the second section is devoted to
the concept of planning which was once in the mid twentieth century at the heart of social policy and its implementation but which has subsequently fallen out of favour a third section examines the
intellectual debate over the welfare state since its creation in the 1940s though a consensus seemed to have emerged during the second world war over the desirability and scope of a welfare state
extending from the cradle to the grave libertarian and conservative critiques endured and re emerged a generation later a final section examines social policy and its implementation more recently both
at grass roots level in a study of community action in west london in the districts made infamous by the fire at grenfell tower in 2017 and at a systemic level where different models of welfare provision
are shown to be in uneasy co existence today the collection is a tribute to jose harris emeritus professor of history in the university of oxford and a pioneer of the intellectual history of social policy taken
together these essays conduct the reader through the key phases and debates in the history of british welfare

Catalogue - Harvard University
1898

published in 1962 kuhn s the structure of scientific revolutions is one of the most important works of the 20th century when he died kuhn left an unfinished sequel and a group of essays written since
1970 the road since structure includes these essays along with kuhn s replies to criticism and an interview with kuhn before his death in 1996 photos
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Britain Since 1945
2008-04-15

ellis paxson oberholtzer s a history of the united states since the civil war is a comprehensive and engaging account of american history from reconstruction to the present day from the rise of
industrialism to the challenges of globalization this book provides a nuanced and insightful analysis of the political economic and social forces that have shaped the united states over the past century
and a half this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work is in the public domain in the united states of
america and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work scholars believe and
we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an
important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant

State Capitalism and Development in East Asia since 1945
2023-08-28

unlike some other reproductions of classic texts 1 we have not used ocr optical character recognition as this leads to bad quality books with introduced typos 2 in books where there are images such as
portraits maps sketches etc we have endeavoured to keep the quality of these images so they represent accurately the original artefact although occasionally there may be certain imperfections with
these old texts we feel they deserve to be made available for future generations to enjoy

Welfare and Social Policy in Britain Since 1870
2019-01-24

the second edition of this bestselling survey of modern irish history covers social religious as well as political history and offers a distinctive combination of chronological and thematic approaches

The Road Since Structure
2000

one of the most remarkable stories of the last century is the emergence of china as a modern economic giant poised at the beginning of the 21st century to become a great world power china has
embraced the technological advances of the late 20th century and has provided new opportunities for millions of chinese to improve their lives while problems have accompanied this transformation
china s future holds unprecedented prosperity for 1 3 billion chinese and greatly enhanced international status for the government that is making this possible this new textbook on the people s republic
focuses on the changes which have swept through china for the past half century as well as providing a coherent narrative of the major events in china s recent past china since 1949 also provides an
integrated treatment of the history of women s experiences under the communist regime the chinese communist party s treatment of ethnic minorities within china s borders and the rise of nationalism
among the mongols uighurs and tibetans the regional differences within china and the resulting tensions the social implications of the chinese communist party s attempts to control every facet of
chinese people s lives the accompanying documents providing primary source materials the chronology and who s who of key figures help to ensure that this is an indispensable text for students studying
modern china

A History of the United States Since the Civil War; Volume II
2023-07-18

these essays chart major contributions to recent historiography carefully selected for their accessibility and accompanied by headnotes and study questions the essays offer a clear and engaging
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introduction for the non specialist the introduction describes the emergence of gender as a subject of historical investigation and in ten essays historians explore the meanings and significance of gender
in american history since 1890 the volume shows how the interpretation of gender expands and revises our understanding of significant issues in twentieth century history such as work labour protest
sexuality consumption and social welfare it offers new perspectives on visual representations and explores the politics of historical subjects and the politics of our own historical revisions

Incidents in American History ... Since the Discovery of America to the Present Time
2012-08-01

the oxford handbook of the italian economy since unification provides for the first time a comprehensive quantitative new economic history of italy

Ireland since 1800
2013-12-02

this book helps readers make sense of the scope and complexity of the relationships between poetry and politics since 1900

China Since 1949
2013-11-14

this lively synthesis of global history since the end of world war ii offers a gripping account of an interdependent world and the challenges facing individuals in the 21st century the narrative is arranged
around two key tensions the struggle between socialism and free market capitalism and the interaction between cultural fragmentation and the competing integrative force of globalization considering
the historical experience of africa asia and latin america as well as the west it addresses the ever expanding gulf between the developed north and developing south and the environmental impact of
development on the planet s delicate ecosystems authoritative and well written this is an ideal introductory guide for undergraduate and postgraduate students taking courses on global history since
1945 it is also a fascinating primer for anyone with an interest in global history and the issues affecting the globe today new to this edition updated to cover events since 2006 including the conflicts in
afghanistan iraq and syria china s economic and military advance to great power status the refugee crises and the global financial crisis of 2008 new material on the international drugs trade global
opioid crisis and healthcare implications expanded material on social media updated material on environmental issues considering us disengagement from traditional global partners in the area of climate
change and the trump administration s distrust of climate science and executive roll back of established environmental laws more social history especially coverage of women and recent developments
around issues of sexuality expanded section on islam to include developments within the mainstream as opposed to radical tradition worldwide and current historiography

Gender and American History Since 1890
2012-08-06

the period from 1945 to the present day may not constitute an american century but it can be seen as the american moment the time when for good or ill the united states became the predominant
political military economic and cultural power in the world this revised and updated new edition introduces the historic and tumultuous developments in american politics foreign policy society and culture
during this period it includes coverage of key recent events such as the 2008 election of barack obama global recession protracted war in iraq and afghanistan rise of the internet transformation of
american society and culture challenges of new immigration and multi culturalism changing global status of the us in the new millennium examining the american moment in a global context the authors
emphasise the interaction between politics society and culture america since 1945 encourages an awareness of how central currents in art literature film theatre intellectual history and media have
developed alongside an understanding of political economic and social change
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The Oxford Handbook of the Italian Economy Since Unification
2013-03-07

tells the story of how america s biggest companies began operated and prospered post world war i this book takes the vantage point of people working within companies as they responded to constant
change created by consumers and technology it focuses on the entrepreneur the firm and the industry by showing from the inside how businesses operated after 1920 while offering a good deal of
modern american social and cultural history the case studies and contextual chapters provide an in depth understanding of the evolution of american management over nearly 100 years american
business since 1920 how it worked presents historical struggles with decision making and the trend towards relative decentralization through stories of extraordinarily capable entrepreneurs and the
organizations they led it covers henry ford and his competitor alfred sloan at general motors during the 1920s neil mcelroy at procter gamble in the 1930s ferdinand eberstadt at the government s
controlled materials plan during world war ii david sarnoff at rca in the 1950s and 1960s and ray kroc and his mcdonald s franchises in the late twentieth century and early twenty first and more it also
delves into such modern success stories as amazon com ebay and google provides deep analysis of some of the most successful companies of the 20th century contains topical chapters covering titans of
the 2000s part of wiley blackwell s highly praised american history series american business since 1920 how it worked is designed for use in both basic and advanced courses in american history at the
undergraduate and graduate levels

The Cambridge Companion to American Poetry and Politics since 1900
2023-04-27

access to new plants and consumer goods such as sugar tobacco and chocolate from the beginning of the sixteenth century onwards would massively change the way people lived especially in how and
what they consumed while global markets were consequently formed and provided access to these new commodities that increasingly became important in the old world especially with regard to the
establishment early modern consumer societies this book brings together specialists from a range of historical fields to analyse the establishment of these commodity chains from the americas to europe
as well as their cultural implications

A Concise History of the World Since 1945
2020-09-16

publisher description

America since 1945
2010-11-17

Catalogue of Syriac Manuscripts in the British Museum, Acquired Since the Year 1838
1862

Professional Journal of the United States Army
1959
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American Business Since 1920
2017-11-30

Transatlantic Trade and Global Cultural Transfers Since 1492
2019-07-31

The Humanities and the Dynamics of Inclusion Since World War II
2006-04-14
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